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Aging in thermal active glasses
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It is well established that glassy materials can undergo out-of-equilibrium aging, i.e., their properties gradually
change over time. There is rapidly growing evidence that dense active and living systems also exhibit many
features of glassy behavior, but it is still largely unknown if and how physical aging is manifested in such
non-Hamiltonian glassy materials. Here we show, by means of computer simulations, that the aging dynamics
of active thermal glasses is governed by a complex interplay of different relaxation mechanisms. Notably, we
identify a time-dependent competition between thermal and active effects, which gives rise to an explicitly
age-dependent effective temperature. As a consequence, the often-invoked mapping between an active system
and a passive one with a unique, higher effective temperature rigorously breaks down upon aging. Moreover,
unlike passive aging phenomenology, we find that the degree of dynamic heterogeneity in active aging systems
is relatively small and remarkably constant with age. We attribute these differences to activity-enhanced cage
breaking, which modifies both the quantitative and qualitative nature of the aging process in active glassy matter.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.4.L012038

I. INTRODUCTION

Glasses are disordered solids that exhibit extremely slow
relaxation dynamics [1–4]. An important hallmark of glasses
is that they undergo physical aging, i.e., the behavior of the
material depends explicitly on its age [5–10]. In supercooled
liquids and glasses, aging dynamics is often studied by ap-
plying a temperature quench toward a lower temperature;
after such a quench, the structural relaxation time tends to
increase with the waiting time (or “age” of the material) tw
[11,12]. In general, this aging behavior can be regarded as an
out-of-equilibrium phenomenon whereby the material seeks
to recover equilibrium at the new temperature [13–16]. More
specifically, physical aging of thermal glasses is qualitatively
understood as the gradual approach toward a lower-lying en-
ergy state on the energy landscape [3].

The recent advent of active matter, i.e., systems whose
constituent particles can move autonomously through the
consumption of energy, is fueling renewed interest in the
study of glassy dynamics [17,18]. Both theory and simu-
lations [19–29], as well as recent experiments of synthetic
systems [30–32] and living cells [33–39], have established
that dense active matter [40] can show remarkable similari-
ties with conventional glassy phenomenology. For example,
slow structural relaxation and ultimate kinetic arrest, varying
degrees of fragility, Stokes-Einstein violation, and dynamic
heterogeneity [41] have all been observed in disordered
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active systems [17,42,43]. A popular model for such active
glassy dynamics is the active Brownian particle (ABP) model,
which combines thermal diffusive motion with a constant
self-propulsion speed for each particle [44–49]. The preva-
lent qualitative picture of ABP glassy dynamics is that—at
least in steady-state conditions—the presence of active forces
generally facilitates cage-breaking events at high densities
[23]. This culminates in overall faster relaxation dynamics,
and hence ABPs are often mapped onto an effective passive
system with a higher effective temperature [50,51].

In contrast to many other hallmarks of glassy dynamics,
the manifestation of physical aging in active glasses is still
largely unexplored. A priori it is not clear how an active
glass will age, as the conventional picture of aging, i.e., the
material’s tendency to reach equilibrium via minimization of
the energy, cannot hold in an active, non-Hamiltonian system
that is inherently far from equilibrium [17,52–54]. Moreover,
since aging, activity, and glass formation all constitute differ-
ent types of non-equilibrium phenomena, one might expect a
complex interplay of various dynamic processes within such
a system. The limited number of active aging studies reported
thus far have focused only on athermal systems [55,56], and
hence it is still unclear to what extent physical aging in
thermal glasses becomes fundamentally different when intro-
ducing activity.

Here we explore how the role of temperature—the key pa-
rameter in most conventional (passive) aging studies—affects
the aging dynamics of thermal active glasses following a
temperature quench. We find that the active aging dynamics
of ABPs is governed by a nontrivial and time-dependent com-
petition between thermal and active effects, which generally
precludes the mapping of the active system onto an effective
passive one. In particular, activity leads to a relative speed-up
in structural relaxation as time progresses, while the degree
of dynamic heterogeneity remains remarkably constant with
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FIG. 1. Schematic overview of passive vs active aging in thermal
glasses. Here blue and yellow particles represent transiently immo-
bile and mobile particles, the white arrows indicate a typical particle
trajectory, and the blue and red background colors represent low and
high effective temperatures, respectively. The active system becomes
effectively warmer with age compared to its passive counterpart.
By contrast, the degree of dynamic heterogeneity in active glasses
remains constant in time, while a passive system becomes progres-
sively more dynamically heterogeneous. These differences can be
attributed to activity-induced cage breaking.

age (Fig. 1). We attribute these findings to activity-enhanced
cage breaking—a reverberation of the well-known steady-
state ABP dynamics [23]. Overall, we conclude that the aging
behavior of thermal active glasses is distinct from both the
passive and athermal active case.

II. SIMULATION MODEL

We study a two-dimensional (2D) binary mixture of ther-
mal ABPs. The overdamped equations of motion for each
particle i are given by

γ ṙi =
N∑

i �= j=1

f i j + f ni +
√

2DT η, (1)

θ̇i =
√

2Dr ηθ , (2)

where ri = (xi, yi ) represents the particle’s spatial coordi-
nates, θi the rotational coordinate, and the dots denote the time
derivative. The thermal noise is represented by independent
Gaussian stochastic processes η = (ηx, ηy) with zero mean
and variance 2kBT/γ δ(t − t ′), where kB is the Boltzmann
constant, T the temperature, and γ a friction coefficient. In
Eq. (2), ηθ is a Gaussian stochastic process with zero mean
and variance 2Drδ(t − t ′). The translational and rotational dif-
fusion constants are denoted as DT and Dr , respectively, and
we can further define the ABP persistence time as τr = D−1

r .
Each ABP has a constant self-propulsion speed f /γ along a
direction ni = (cos θi, sin θi ); if the magnitude of the active
force f is zero, Eq. (1) reduces to the equation of motion
for a passive Brownian particle. Lastly, f i j = −∇iV (ri j ) is
the interaction force between particles i and j, where ri j =
|ri − r j |. For V we use a Lennard-Jones potential with a

cutoff distance ri j = 2.5σi j . In order to prevent crystallization
we use the parameters of the 2D binary Kob-Andersen mix-
ture [57]: A = 65%, B = 35%, εAA = 1, εBB = 0.5εAA, εAB =
1.5εAA, σAA = 1, σBB = 0.88σAA, and σAB = 0.8σAA. We set
the density to ρ = 1.2, the number of particles to N = 10 000
and DT = γ = 1. Results are in reduced units, where σAA, εAA,
σ 2

AAγ

εAA
, and εAA

kB
are the units of length, energy, time, and temper-

ature, respectively. The Brownian dynamics simulations were
performed by integrating the equations of motion using the
Euler-Maruyama method with a step size δt = 10−4.

In order to reach the glass transition temperature Tg, we
slowly decrease the temperature of the liquid starting from
T = 1. To reach the steady state, for each temperature T , we
let the system equilibrate for a time larger than the structural
relaxation time before collecting data. To study the aging
behavior we prepare 100 independent configurations and let
them equilibrate at the initial temperature Ti = 1. After this
equilibration process we apply a quench to the final tem-
perature Tq � Tg and then we follow the evolution in time
at constant temperature (T = Tq). In the passive case we
use quenching temperatures between Tq = 0.25 and Tq = 0.4,
while for the active system ( f = 0.5, Dr = 0.1, 1, 10) we
typically use Tq = 0.25; we have chosen these different values
to admit comparisons between passive and active systems at
both the same absolute temperature, and at the same quasi-
effective temperature in steady state. Finally, while here we
consider the aging dynamics following a temperature quench,
it may be expected that a qualitatively similar aging behavior
applies when using an activity quench. We have verified this
similarity for a few dynamical properties (see Supplemental
Material [58]), but we will focus solely on the temperature-
quench dynamics in the remainder of this paper.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Steady-state dynamics

Before discussing the aging dynamics, it is important to
first consider the steady-state dynamics as a benchmark. In
Fig. 2(a) we show the temperature dependence of the α re-
laxation time τα for both a passive ( f = 0) and active ( f =
0.5, τr = Dr = 1) system. Here the relaxation time is defined
via F (k, τα ) = e−1, with k the wave number corresponding
to the main peak of the static structure factor (k = 6.28) [59].
The temperature at which τα reaches a value of 103 is T ≈ 0.4
for the passive case, and T ≈ 0.3 for the active case. To esti-
mate the glass transition temperature more precisely, we have
also fitted both data sets with a power law τα = τ0 (T − Tc)−� ,
yielding Tc = 0.36 and Tc = 0.23 for the passive and active
mixture, respectively. Despite the high densities in both sys-
tems, the difference between these two temperatures is close
to the one expected in the dilute limit [51], where a temper-
ature of T = 0.25 would correspond to a “passive” effective
temperature of Teff = 0.375 ( f = 0.5, Dr = 1).

A common proxy for the degree of dynamic heterogene-
ity in both passive [60,61] and active [62,63] systems is the
non-Gaussian parameter α2(t ). Figure 2(b) shows the time
dependence of α2(t ) in steady state at two representative
temperatures T = 0.3 ( f = 0.5, τr = Dr = 1) and T = 0.4
( f = 0). It can be seen that the α2(t ) of the active system
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(a) (b)

FIG. 2. (a) Temperature dependence of the structural relax-
ation time τα for a passive and active system in steady state.
In the passive case ( f = 0, red dots), we report τα for T =
1, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.45, 0.4. In the active case ( f = 0.5 and τr =
Dr = 1, blue stars), we plot T = 1, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.35, 0.3.
Lines represent a fit to the power law τα = τ0 (T − Tc )−� . (b) Non-
Gaussian parameter α2(t ) as a function of time t in steady state.
The red line corresponds to the passive system at T = 0.4 and the
blue-dashed line to the active system at T = 0.3. The red dot and
blue star indicate the respective peaks of α2(t ). The inset shows the
corresponding probability distributions P(n) of the size n of clusters
of mobile particles around the peak of α2(t ).

starts to deviate from the passive case at a time equal to the
ABP persistence time τr = D−1

r = 1, i.e., the characteristic
time scale at which the self-propulsion force is expected to
reorient and become prominently visible in the dynamics [64].
At intermediate times, both the passive and active system
exhibit a peak in α2(t ). In the passive system this peak is
higher, meaning that the active system is less heterogeneous
[65].

To further study spatial correlations between the most mo-
bile particles, one can compute the cluster size distribution
[60,66]. Here we identify mobile particles as those that move
more than a distance �r = 0.2 in a time interval �t . Two
mobile particles belong to the same cluster if their distance
is less than the average radius of the nearest neighbor shell
rc (with rc determined from the radial distribution function).
The probability distribution P(n) of clusters of size n around
the peak position is shown in the inset of Fig. 2. In the passive
case, the probability to find a bigger cluster is higher than in
an active system. Therefore, we can conclude that the passive
system is indeed more heterogeneous than the steady-state
active system.

B. Aging dynamics

1. Aging is governed by a competition between thermal
and active effects

To characterize the aging behavior, we first compare an
active and passive thermal system quenched to the same
temperature Tq. Figure 3 shows representative mean-squared
displacements (MSDs) as a function of time t for two waiting
times tw and various persistence times τr at Tq = 0.25. It can
be seen that the MSD of the active thermal system is always
equal to or higher than the MSD of the passive reference
system; we have verified that this is true for all persistence
times and waiting times studied (up to tw = 1000). To analyze
the active aging dynamics in more detail, we distinguish be-
tween three regimes: a short-time regime t � τr , a long-time
regime t � τr , and a nontrivial intermediate-time window

FIG. 3. Mean-squared displacements as a function of time t at
Tq = 0.25 for (a) tw = 0 and (b) tw = 10. The solid curves corre-
spond to active systems with f = 0.5 and different persistence times
τr ; the dashed red line corresponds to a passive system. The inset
of panel (a) shows the waiting-time dependence of the α relaxation
time for different τr ; dashed lines represent a fit to the power law
τα ∝ t δ

w . For τr = 0.1 we obtain a fitted exponent of δ = 0.52, while
for τr = 10 we find δ = 0.24. In panel (b) the arrows indicate which
active system yields the highest MSD at the corresponding time t
(colors are the same as in panel a).

t ∼ τr separating the short- and long-time dynamics. In the
short-time regime, we find that the aged MSD of the active
system is virtually indistinguishable from that of the passive
reference system at the same Tq. This finding, which holds for
all considered values of τr and tw and is also consistent with
the short-time MSD of ideal ABPs in steady state [51], thus
suggests that the short-time dynamics of an active thermal
glass is fully governed by thermal effects, regardless of the
material’s activity and age.

In the opposite limit of t � τr , we observe a notable effect
of the activity: The long-time dynamics is significantly sped
up by the presence of active forces. This relative speedup
depends monotonically on the persistence time, i.e., a larger
τr (smaller Dr) yields faster dynamics. We also note that for
the smallest persistence time considered here, τr = 0.1, the
active system’s MSD deviates only marginally from that of
the passive reference system. This result holds regardless of
the waiting time, and can be understood by the fact that a small
τr causes particles to undergo fast reorientation, rendering the
self-propulsion term less effective [21,56]. Overall, the above
findings lead to our first main conclusion: The time-dependent
aging dynamics of an active thermal glass is governed by a
competition between thermal and active effects. Specifically,
an active glass initially behaves very similar to a passive
glass at the same temperature, but its long-time dynamics is
controlled by activity. Note that Mandal and Sollich [56] also
reported an activity-dominated long-time regime for ather-
mal systems (referred to as “ADA”); however, in contrast
to Ref. [56], the short-time aging dynamics in our case is
inherently governed by the temperature.

To further quantify the long-time relaxation, we have also
extracted the α relaxation times as a function of waiting time
[inset of Fig. 3(a)]. This waiting-time dependence follows a
power law τα ∝ t δ

w—analogous to simple aging in passive [11]
and athermal active systems [56]—with an exponent δ that
decreases monotonically with τr . Thus, as the system gets
older, the active long-time dynamics will become increasingly
faster compared to its passive analog at the same Tq.

At intermediate times t , i.e., in the crossover regime
between the temperature-dominated (short-time) and
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FIG. 4. Structural relaxation times τα as a function of waiting
time tw for initial temperature Ti = 1. The respective quenching tem-
peratures for the passive ( f = 0) and active ( f = 0.5, τr = Dr = 1)
system are (a) Tq = 0.35 and Tq = 0.25, and (b) Tq = 0.375 and
Tq = 0.25. The dashed lines represent a fit to the power law τα ∝ t δ

w .
The inset shows the effective temperature of the active system as a
function of the waiting time t 

w .

activity-dominated (long-time) regimes, the roles of activity
and age become more complex. In particular we find that
the ordering of MSD curves now depends on both τr and tw.
Careful inspection of Fig. 3 reveals that for tw = 0 [panel
(a)] a larger τr always leads to a higher MSD, but for longer
waiting times [tw = 10, panel (b)] this trend is violated.
Specifically, for tw = 10, we find that when t ∼ 10−1 the
active system with τr = 0.1 is the fastest [pink arrow in
Fig. 3(b)], but when t ∼ 1 the system with τr = 1 becomes
faster (blue arrow). Finally, when t � 10 the system with
τr = 10 yields the fastest dynamics (green arrow) and we
recover the scenario of the long-time limit. We have verified
that a similar picture also applies for other finite waiting
times [58]. We can rationalize this finding by noting that the
persistence time τr is the intrinsic time scale of the active
system, and the self-propulsion term can only start to become
effective when the relevant time scale becomes comparable
to τr . In steady-state conditions this merely requires t ∼ τr ,
but in the case of aging the active system also needs to be
sufficiently old (tw � τr) to observe this effect.

2. The “effective temperature” changes with age

We now seek to establish whether the long-time aging dy-
namics of an active glass can be mapped onto a passive system
with a different effective temperature. To this end, we fix τr =
Dr = 1 and compare the active system to its passive coun-
terpart at a higher quenching temperature Tq. Figure 4 shows
representative α relaxation times as a function of waiting time
tw for two quenching temperatures Tq; the values of Tq for the
active and passive system are chosen such that the relaxation
times in steady state are of the same order of magnitude. There
are two important findings we infer from these data. First, the
α relaxation times always follow a power law as a function
of age, i.e., τα ∝ t δ

w. The fitted exponents δ are also in good
agreement with the values reported in Ref. [56] for athermal
systems (see also Supplemental Material [58]). Second, we
find that for small tw the relaxation dynamics of the active
system is generally slower than the passive reference system,
whereas for large tw the relaxation of thermal ABPs becomes
faster. Specifically, the active system at Tq = 0.25 surpasses
the passive curve for Tq = 0.35 around t∗

w ∼ 10 [Fig. 4(a)],
while for the passive system with Tq = 0.375 the crossing
point lies near t∗

w ∼ 100 [Fig. 4(b)]. Hence, the simple picture

(a) (b)

FIG. 5. Non-Gaussian parameters as a function of time t for
waiting times tw = 1, 10, 50, 80. (a) Passive system at quenching
temperature Tq = 0.4. (b) Active system ( f = 0.5, τr = Dr = 1) at
Tq = 0.3.

of ABPs as hot colloids with a fixed effective temperature
[67,68] breaks down during aging.

The above finding is in stark contrast with the athermal
results of Ref. [56], which showed virtually identical aging
dynamics for active and passive glasses in the same parameter
range (τr = 1, Tq = 0.37). Our paper thus implies that the ad-
dition of thermal noise in an active glassy system can change
the aging dynamics profoundly, and leads to our second main
conclusion: There is no simple mapping possible for the aging
behavior of a thermal active system onto a passive system at a
higher temperature, since the active system will always have
a faster relaxation after a certain t∗

w. That is, the effective tem-
perature of a thermal active glass evolves, and increases, with
age. In the parameter regime studied here, our data suggest
a power-law relation between the crossing point t∗

w and the
effective temperature Teff [inset of Fig. 4(b)].

To study the role of the initial temperature Ti, we have
also tested the relation F (Ti,1 )(k, tw, t + tw ) ∼ F (Ti,2 )(k, tw +
t(2,1), t + tw + t(2,1)), for the intermediate scattering functions,
with t(2,1) a fit parameter. This mapping has been previously
established for passive thermal systems [11], and here we find
that it also holds for our active thermal samples, at least for
Ti,1 = 1 and Ti,2 = 5 [58]. We can rationalize this relation by
considering that, as the system goes from Ti,2 to Tq, it will visit
the configuration at Ti,2 > Ti,1 > Tq, so t(2,1) is the time needed
for the system starting at Ti,2 to reach the same relaxation as
the one found by a system equilibrated at Ti,1 at a fixed tw [11].
Overall, we can thus conclude that the effect of Ti on the aging
relaxation dynamics is qualitatively similar for thermal active
and passive systems.

3. Non-Gaussianity and dynamic heterogeneity remain
constant with age

We now turn to an aspect of glassy dynamics that has hith-
erto remained unexplored for aging active systems, namely
dynamic heterogeneity. Figure 5 shows how the non-Gaussian
parameters α2(t ) for a passive and active thermal system,
quenched to Tq = 0.4 and Tq = 0.3 respectively, evolve with
tw as the system attempts to recover its steady-state behavior
[cf. Fig. 2(b)]. In the passive case [Fig. 5(a)], we find that
for small tw the peak height of α2(tw, t + tw ) is below the
steady-state value of α2 ≈ 1.2, thus indicating that the passive
relaxation dynamics is initially less heterogeneous than in
steady state; as the system becomes older, the peak height
grows and reaches the passive steady-state maximum after
tw ≈ 80. This gradual increase in heterogeneity is, however,
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FIG. 6. Non-Gaussian parameters as a function of time t for
(a) tw = 1 and (b) tw = 100. The active system ( f = 0.5, τr =
Dr = 1) is quenched to Tq = 0.25, whereas the passive system is
quenched to Tq = 0.25 or Tq = 0.375. The insets show the respective
cluster size distributions P(n) around the corresponding peaks of
α2(tw, t + tw ).

strikingly different from the behavior we see in our active
systems. Figure 5(b) shows that in the active case the peak
height of the non-Gaussian parameter remains remarkably
constant with age, and is in fact always consistent with its
steady-state value (α2 ≈ 1.1). Thus, the degree of dynamic
heterogeneity is manifestly age independent for active thermal
glass-formers. The only significant change with tw for our
active system is that the peak position of α2(tw, t + tw ) shifts
in time to ultimately recover the active steady-state dynamics.
We have verified for both the active and passive case that the
same trend can be found for other values of Tq.

Finally, let us examine the non-Gaussian parameters and
cluster size distributions during aging for different tempera-
tures. Figure 6 compares α2(tw, t + tw ) for an active system
at Tq = 0.25 with a passive system at the same quenching
temperature and at Tq = 0.375. Here again we can identify
a time-dependent competition between thermal and active ef-
fects: For sufficiently small tw (panel a) and small t < τr (τr =
1), the non-Gaussian parameters for the active and passive
samples at Tq = 0.25 are very similar, but as time progresses
the effect of activity becomes more prominent. To see this ef-
fect, let us first consider young glasses with tw = 1 [Fig. 6(a)].
At intermediate time scales t � τr , the peak of α2(tw, t + tw )
is somewhat lower for the active system [Fig. 6(a)], implying
that the active thermal sample undergoes less heterogeneous
relaxation than its passive counterpart. However, compared
to an equally young but higher-temperature passive system
(Tq = 0.375), the active glass is slightly more dynamically
heterogeneous, at least at the time scale where α2(t ) peaks.
These differences are also reflected in the corresponding clus-
ter size distributions [inset of panel (a)].

Importantly, as the waiting time increases [(Fig. 6(b)], we
find that the active system at Tq = 0.25 exhibits a signifi-
cantly lower peak than both the Tq = 0.25 and Tq = 0.375
passive sample. This is in fact a direct consequence of the
trend reported in Fig. 5: In the active case the peak of the
non-Gaussian parameter remains approximately constant with
age, while in the passive case it grows. The measured size dis-
tributions of mobile clusters [inset of panel (b)] also confirm

that, for tw = 100, the largest correlated clusters are found
for the passive system. Moreover, we have verified that in the
passive case, regardless of tw, the particle cluster size grows
with decreasing temperature, consistent with the scenario in
steady state [69]. Overall, the above results unambiguously
establish that, in terms of the microscopic relaxation dynam-
ics, there is no simple mapping possible between an aging
active thermal glass and a passive system with a different,
but constant, effective temperature. We argue that the less
pronounced, and approximately age-independent, degree of
dynamic heterogeneity in active thermal glass-formers stems
from the fact that the self-propulsion term enables particles to
escape more easily, and more autonomously, from their local
cages [23]; this not only induces faster overall relaxation, but
it also curtails the need for strongly cooperative, i.e., hetero-
geneous, relaxation dynamics.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, our paper reveals that thermal active glasses
share some nontrivial aspects of aging phenomenology with
athermal active and passive thermal glasses, but there are also
several fundamental differences. Notably, the aging relaxation
dynamics of active systems is governed by a time-dependent
competition between thermal and active effects, with the ABP
persistence time controlling both the time scale and magni-
tude of the activity-enhanced speedup in dynamics. From our
results it has not been possible to map the aging behavior of
an active system onto a passive system at a different tempera-
ture; instead, we find that the manifested effective temperature
changes both with time and with age. Moreover, for an active
thermal system, the dynamics is generally less heterogeneous
than in the passive case, and the degree of non-Gaussianity
remains remarkably constant with age. We hypothesize that
both the relative speedup in dynamics and the relatively weak
dynamic heterogeneity in aged active glass-formers is due to
activity-enhanced cage breaking. This activity-driven fluidiza-
tion can also be found in active athermal systems under shear
[70]; future work should reveal to what extent these two fields
can be further linked [71]. Finally, while we have focused on
the aging dynamics following a temperature quench, we have
verified that a similar phenomenology applies when using an
activity-quench protocol [58]. In particular, at intermediate
persistence times (τr ∼ 1), quenching the temperature at fixed
activity or quenching the activity at fixed temperature is es-
sentially the same [56].
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